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SpacePole Stack™ 
Maximum flexibility

APPLICATIONS

• Secure counter top payments

• Perfect for retail or hospitality environments  
or anywhere accepting payment transactions

BENEFITS

• Wider body for improved cable management

• Large top support for improved stability of  

payment terminals

• Two different heights, straight out of the box:
  standard range: 96mm/3.77’’ 
  standard range: 124mm/4.88’’

• Tilt: 70° / Rotation: 310°

• Footprint: 101,4mm/3.99’’

• Compatible with MultiGrip™ - includes 
 M4 screws (suitable for re-mounting)

• Counter mounting options: 
 self-tapping screws

  self-adhesive pad

• Added security options through ClickSafe®

 for PCI compliance 

Why mount a payment terminal?
A payment terminal without a mounting solution is a recipe for trouble: apart from the 

obvious issues of theft and fraud, your payment terminals are under attack every time 

they are used. Without a mounting solution, they risk being dropped and the cables  

being damaged or tangled. Simple cost effective solutions can protect your hardware 

 by lowering the interaction whereby the terminal is lifted and twisted. Placing the  

payment terminal on a mount and thereby securing it to the work station is proven to 

reduce the number of faults. SpacePole Stack is a highly cost effective solution to these 

real life problems. Constructed with glass fibre enhanced plastics, it is the ideal answer  

to those challenges.

SpacePole Stack is compatible with our range of MultiGrip™ plates that act as the interface 

between the payment terminal and the stand. MultiGrip, the market leader, supports  

payment terminals from the world’s leading manufacturers such as Verifone and Ingenico. 

To add a greater degree of flexibility at the point of payment, SpacePole Stack is supplied 

with an adaptor that allows the addition of another 28mm (just over an inch) to the height 

of the solution. This may improve accessibility or customer/operator rotation depending  

on the specific application.

SpacePole Stack provides a simple and effective mounting solution that is proven to 

reduce downtime and significantly lower repair or replacement costs to your payment 

terminal estate.

SpacePole Stack - delivers the future of retail payments
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